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University Press of Mississippi, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. On Sunset Boulevard, originally published in
1998, describes the life of acclaimed filmmaker Billy Wilder (1906-2002), director of such classicsas
Sunset Boulevard, The Lost Weekend, The Seven Year Itch, and Sabrina. This definitive biography
takes the reader on a fast-paced journey fromBilly Wilder s birth outside of Krakow in 1906 to
Vienna, where he grew up, to Berlin, where he moved as a young man while establishing himself as
a journalist and screenwriter, and triumphantly to Hollywood, where he became as successful a
director as there ever was.Double Indemnity, Sunset Boulevard, Some Like It Hot, and The
Apartment-Wilder s cinematic legacy is unparalleled. Not only did he direct these classics and
twenty-one other films, he co-wrote all of his own screenplays. Volatile, cynical, hilarious, and
driven, Wilder arrived in Hollywood an all-but-penniless refugee who spoke no English. Ten years
later he was calling hisown shots, and he stayed on top of the game for the next three decades.
Wilder battled with Humphrey Bogart, Marilyn Monroe, Bing Crosby, and Peter Sellers; kept close
friendships with William Holden, Audrey Hepburn,...
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Reviews
Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta Sta mm PhD
Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your ebook. I am easily could get a pleasure of studying a created
publication.
-- Pr of. Elwyn B oehm MD
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